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Slide 3: Why, in history, have humans sought costume as a way of expression? Why do we 
continue to focus on costuming and fashion?!!
- Quickly turned from a survival need to a way to individualize within a society!
- We wanted to stand out to attract a mate!
- Establish yourself in a group!
! - Especially a caste group!
! - Sumptuary law (starting ancient rome, have it in Elizabethan society too), rules about 
dressing beyond you station, purple for royalty, taxed if you disobeyed!
! - But people did disobey - want to identify with a wealthier group!
! - High heels to get out of waste!
- To conclude, we want to stand out, draw attention, raise our status, etc., all with clothing. 
Basically, clothing helps meet social and survival needs!!!
Slide 4: What is the "Payoff" of a good cosplay?!!
- A lot of the same payoffs of dressing fashionably or establishing a fashion for yourself!
! - Identify with a group, stand out, establish your interest!
- For cosplay specifically:!
! - Want to be challenged!
! - It’s their choice of artistic medium (same for styling)  !
! - Filling needs: Artistic/creative, earns respect, fills need for attention (evolutionary 
need!), shows off talent!!
Slide 5: This "PAYOFF" PLUS our desire for elaborate fashion -or - to costume ourselves has 
led to everyday cosplay!!
- Positive feelings, confidence, attention and social belonging: all are needs cosplay fills for 
many - probably for you. That’s why you’re here, after all, to learn about cosplay.!
Clothing and cosplay. Both meet social needs and allow you to present a character to the world. 
So it’s no wonder fashion and cosplay have intersected.!
Everyday cosplay combines the forces of cosplay and fashion. And that’s at the heart of what 
we’re exploring today. !
- Cosplay, fashion, and their lovechild, everyday cosplay, all give social beings a way to meet 
our fundamental needs. From identifying with a group to garnering attention to showing off our 
skills, each genre of clothing helps us get what we need. !
- So maybe, the way we dress now isn’t that much different than the way we did in ancient 
times. Instead of meeting physical survival needs, we’re meeting social needs. !!
Slide 7: Where did it start, and who is furthering it?!!
- Everyday cosplay is new relative to fashion history as a whole. When was the big-bang 
moment of everyday cosplay?!
- Need for representation: Women did not have nearly as many clothing choices (in the nerdy 
world)!



- Her Universe (founded by Ashley Eckstein from Clone Wars) was one of the first to burst onto 
the scene!
- This also came at a time when people were latching onto the “Disneybounding” trend (which 
arose in a somewhat hilarious way…)!
- Disney will not allow you in parks when you look TOO MUCH like their characters; people took 
to Disneybounding to skirt around this regulation!
- Sites like Etsy allowed people to make their own costume pieces and others to have easy 
access to said pieces!
- When the Jayne Hat controversy made headlines, people outside the cosplay community 
gained an almost household level of knowledge about the practice !
- Overall, many of these events unfolded at the same time around five years ago!
- Now everyone is jumping on board. !
 ! - We love fine - Printed tees, leggings, Marvel branded clothing, Spider Gwen!!
! - Blackmilk - High-end legging, top, and skater dress website; a lot of what they make is 
fandom related, though expensive!!
! - Goldbubble - Most famous for their Captain America & Sherlock lines; fairly new to the 
scene!
! - Modcloth - Starting to carry branded clothing items, even though they’ve had nerdy 
decor on the site for a while!
! - Hot Topic - No explanation necessary!  !
! - There are also other places like Poprageous, etc. that do branded clothing that is “high 
end” and urban (ex: Moschino & the McDonald’s collab; Mr. GuGu and Ms. Go)!!
Slide 8: How did you decide to get into everyday cosplay?!!
* Social media - #nerdvember on Instagram!
* Maybe you just wanted to wear a cute piece of clothing!
* You just like emulating your favorite character!!!
Slide 9: Who are Your favorite characters? Why do you everyday Cosplay? Who have you been 
inspired to everyday cosplay?!


